
Monitor & Report with
Navigating your journey to the Cloud...

The reality of Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) is that their environments change rapidly as new services and settings are added 
and deprecated. CSP-driven changes, combined with the rapidly shifting Cybersecurity threat landscape and varying 
regulatory and compliance requirements, means that migrating to the Cloud is not “once and done”. It is an ongoing process. 
CloudSupervisor® is used to monitor applications after they are migrated to the Cloud to provide application owners and 
Cloud subscription owners visibility into the underlying Cloud Services and whether the settings and other risk management 
controls are in line with industry standards or your enterprise definitions.

Risk Management oversight capabilities for Cloud-based applications.

Applications that are developed and monitored against consistent standards and controls.

Security controls that are closely managed and quickly updated to keep pace with Cloud evolution.

Key Capabilities

At-a-Glance Compliance - For subscription owners, a quick way to 
see the compliance status for all the Services provisioned. It provides 
monitoring across the various resources the enterprise has deployed in 
support of critical business applications.

Key Benefits

Lowered costs of Cloud operations, application compliance monitoring, and ongoing remediation.
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Service settings are monitored - You can manage the settings for all 
Cloud Services against the enterprise controls and standards. 
Understanding the current settings versus those that you specified in 
your policies will ensure compliance against these policies and IT 
controls.

Enterprise level monitoring - Understanding how all subscriptions 
are following compliance requirements is key to risk management in 
the Cloud. In the Cloud, risk management is a daily activity and you 
have visibility and drill down capability to address risk management 
issues.

Managing Cloud infrastructure - Monitor all the important control 
aspects of your infrastructure in the Cloud. Subscription owners have a 
serious responsibility to ensure that the Cloud platform they have 
deployed is operating as envisioned and in line with enterprise 
requirements. 
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Details on Service use - Subscription owners can see how 
applications are using specific Cloud Services. This provides insight into 
which Services are providing the most value and how to best 
standardize the environment developers should use going forward.


